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June 25, 2013   

 

 

Professor Jeffrey E. Lewis 

Chair, Standards Review Committee  

St. Louis University School of Law  

3700 Lindell Boulevard  

St. Louis, MO 63108   

 

Dear Dean Lewis:   

We write on behalf of the Society of American Law Teachers (SALT) and the Clinical Legal Education 

Association (CLEA) to voice serious concerns about draft Standard 315 regarding bar passage.  Our 

previous statement, dated April 8, 2013, addressed an earlier proposal to alter the bar passage 

requirements included in the January 2013 meeting materials.  The points we raised in that statement 

apply with equal force to the current proposal. 

Draft Standard 315 would raise the bar pass rate from 75% to 80%, and create a time limitation of two 

years for individual graduates to take and pass the bar for reporting purposes.
1
  The draft reflects a 

belief that the current standard governing bar passage is insufficiently rigorous.  However, the current 

bright-line standard already prioritizes student performance on the bar exam over all other measures of 

student learning, in direct contravention of the Standards Review Committee’s (SRC) proposed changes 

to Chapter 3 focused on student learning outcomes.  It pushes law schools to “teach to the test” rather 

than to develop their programs to teach and assess the broader range of skills required for the 

competent practice of law.  In addition, draft Standard 315 would undermine efforts to diversify the 

profession by discouraging schools from seeking to provide access to underrepresented racial and ethnic 

groups. The SRC should thoroughly explore the impact these proposed changes would have on law 

school curricula as well as on schools with diversity missions before recommending any change to the 

Council. 

                                                           
1
 This is in contrast to the current bar passage standard, which is contained in Interpretation 301-6. 
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 Raising bar passage requirements is unnecessary and would impede curricular reform by 

 incentivizing preparation to answer multiple choice questions and write bar essays rather than 

 the skills, values and professional identity needed to practice law. 

That most schools are able to satisfy the bar passage standard is not evidence that the requirement 

lacks rigor.  The adoption of bar passage as a bright-line accreditation measure has caused law schools 

to devote substantial resources to bar passage, as reflected in the bar-exam preparation courses offered 

at many schools, the extent to which students are counseled or required to enroll in bar-related 

substantive courses, the amount of academic support focused on bar passage, and the use of multiple 

choice exams that help students to take the multiple choice bar exam.  Law schools are taking seriously 

their obligation to enable students to pass the bar and will continue to do so.  If the goal of a bar 

passage standard is to help ensure that law schools have academic programs adequate to serve their 

students, the current standard has accomplished that objective.    

The current bright-line bar passage accreditation measure already impedes the ability of the ABA 

Accreditation Committee to focus on the full range of a school’s academic program.  While the bar 

passage standard was not intended to serve as a stand-alone proxy for a school’s academic success, it 

arguably has had that effect.  A more difficult standard would only magnify the tendencies of schools 

and regulators to regard satisfaction of that one standard as demonstrating adequacy irrespective of 

other aspects of program quality.  Rather than tinkering with the bright-line bar passage measure itself, 

the SRC should consider proposals that will ensure that bar passage is one of several measures of the 

extent to which a school has achieved the student learning outcomes necessary for entry into the 

profession.     

Raising the bar passage standard would further distort law school curricula.   Many schools would have 

little choice but to tailor curricula to meet the new bar exam benchmarks, focusing on teaching bar 

subjects rather than providing students with the broad range of skills necessary to prepare them for the 

practice of law.  In part because of pressure from the bench and bar and the rapidly changing legal 

market, schools across the country are reconstructing curricula to offer (and, in some instances, require) 

more experiential courses and programs.  Law schools are also expanding lawyering experiences 

through clinical courses and externship programs, with the goal of teaching the complex, interrelated 

skills necessary to prepare students for legal practice.  The SRC has recognized the importance of these 

changes by recommending that accreditation standards incorporate a focus on a broad range of student 

learning outcomes.  Imposing stricter bar passage benchmarks would increase pressure on schools to 

steer students towards bar preparation—learning to display knowledge of bar subjects in the narrow 

form in which it is tested on that exam—at the expense of the range of theoretical, analytical and 

practice-rooted courses students need to meet the demands of the profession and the needs of their 

future clients.  The legal academy and the law school regulatory system serve neither law students nor 

the profession by privileging bar preparation courses over clinical and experiential courses that are 

critical to readying students for the profession. 

Raising bar passage requirements would likely decrease racial and ethnic diversity and, as a 

result, increase the diversity crises plaguing legal education and the profession.    
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As it considers the bar passage standard, the SRC must also be certain about the impact proposed 

changes would have on the racial and ethnic diversity of our student bodies, which already is far too 

low.
2
  The ABA has a long and proud history of working to advance diversity in the bench and bar.

3
   The 

Council is cognizant of that history, as just five years ago it rejected proposals to change the bar passage 

standard, in large part due to the likely detrimental impact it would have on diversity.  Current proposals 

before the SRC similarly would jeopardize racial and ethnic diversity in law schools by effectively forcing 

some schools—particularly those that seek to serve populations with non-traditional backgrounds who 

statistically may be more challenged on the bar exam—to turn such applicants away for fear of risking 

compliance with a tougher standard.   

Moreover, draft Standard 315 is unjustified and ill-advised given the disproportionate impact it would 

likely have on states with relatively low bar passage rates, as well as the lack of supportive data to justify 

this drastic change.  Specifically, it requires that within two calendar years after graduation, 80% of the 

graduates who took a bar exam passed, and schools must demonstrate compliance in three of the most 

recently completed five calendar years.  This requirement fails to account for the wide variety of bar 

pass percentages from state to state and thus operates unfairly on schools in states with relatively low 

passing rates.  This represents a significant change from the current standard, which accounts for state-

by-state differences in first time bar pass rates by examining whether a school was within fifteen points 

of the state average among ABA-approved law schools.  Since bar examinations are “norm referenced” 

rather than “criterion referenced” tests, performance is measured relative to the performance of others 

in the jurisdiction where the particular exam is administered.
4
   

While SRC members may disagree with our concerns about draft Standard 315, a fundamental 

problem—regardless of individual perspectives—is that the work of gathering and analyzing the data on 

“two-year bar pass rates“ has yet to be done.  This is in contrast with studies that have been done on 

first-time bar pass rates, which show a marked disparity in passage rates among racial and ethnic 

minorities.  There is a diversity crisis in the legal profession:  “Despite our efforts thus far, racial and 

ethnic groups, sexual and gender minorities, and lawyers with disabilities continue to be vastly 

underrepresented in the legal profession.”
5
  It would be unconscionable to recommend draft Standard 

315 without first generating data, potentially through a study of ABA sabbatical inspection reports, 

regarding its likely impact.  A commitment to evidence-based decision-making demands that those 

seeking to make the changes reflected in draft Standard 315 do a study on two-year bar pass rates and 

analyze the effect a new standard based on these rates would have on diversity. 

                                                           
2
 For data about declining minority enrolment in Law schools, see “A Disturbing Trend in Law School Admissions” 

available at http://blogs.law.columbia.edu/salt/. 
3
 See ABA Presidential Diversity Initiative’s report entitled Diversity in the Legal Profession: The Next Steps, 

available at 

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/diversity/next_steps_2011.authcheckdam.pdf 

(hereinafter “ABA Next Steps Diversity Report”). 
4
 The statistics from California show the potentially negative effects of using a nationwide rather than state specific 

standard.  See data submitted by Erica Moser in her November 12, 2012 Memorandum to the members of the 

SRC.        
5
 ABA Next Steps Diversity Report at 5 (emphasis added). 
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Draft standard 315 additionally contains changes in compliance reporting requirements that would 

exacerbate its potential harm to the legal profession’s diversity efforts.  We understand the concern 

expressed by SRC members at past meetings that law schools need to do more to collect bar pass data 

from their graduates.  Nevertheless, the most reliable information, which is available from bar 

examiners, varies from state-to-state.  It is indisputably more difficult for national law schools, whose 

graduates take bar examinations in multiple states, to gather bar pass data.  Potentially penalizing law 

schools for not reporting data they do not have access to, by equating the absence of information with 

bar failure, would artificially lower bar pass rates.  Similarly, it appears that both (1) those who pass the 

bar exam, but outside of the two-year time frame, and (2) those who chose not to take the bar exam 

again after failing it the first time would inaccurately be counted as bar “failers” under draft Standard 

315.  Lowering bar pass rates by counting these three categories of bar examination takers – those for 

whom there is no information, those who pass more than two years after graduation, and those who do 

not take the bar after failing once (so called “non-persisters”) – against law schools would serve no 

legitimate purpose and likely amplify the negative impact on diversity. 

Bar passage is, of course, important, and law schools have a responsibility both to admit students who 

will be able to earn a living as practicing lawyers and to educate them effectively to allow them to do so.  

But a bright-line bar pass requirement is a poor tool for ensuring that these goals are met.  Indeed, it 

undermines law school efforts to strengthen their curricula and Accreditation Committee efforts to 

evaluate the full range of law school programming.  The SRC should consider the extent to which 

overemphasis on bar passage undercuts efforts to develop other learning outcomes that represent the 

wide range of skills required for the competent practice of law.  Raising the standard also threatens the 

diversity of the population that will enter law school and later the legal profession.  The SRC should not 

increase the passage rates without first thoroughly studying the effects of any proposed changes on 

efforts to diversify the profession. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Co-Presidents of SALT & President of CLEA  

 

 

 

Jackie Gardina     Ngai Pindell     Katherine Kruse  

SALT Co-President    SALT Co-President   CLEA President   

 

 

 


